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The Study Of   Role  Played By Yeashwantrao  
Chavan Maharashtra Open  University 

Through Distance Education

Abs tract:-The Process  of distance education is  an important  education method,  in   modern education  
system, particularly for those people who were unable  to complete  their education in traditional ways. In India 
millions of people  getting their  in complete education  through this Distance Teaching - Learning  process. There 
are several  universities in India are providing  their education through this process. 

Yeshwantrao Chavan open university, Nashik Maharashtra. Is a one of the university established  
exclusively  working for distance teaching learning process. 

Education  is playing crucial  role for  personality development. Education  gives  us equality,  National 
integration overall  economic development etc. By keeping this holy view government  of Maharashtra started 
Yeshwantrao  Chavan Open  University (Named  Ex Vice, Primeminister) at Nashik in  1st  July 1989.

Because  of this   university those people  were unable   to take their education, were  able to  complete 
their education  through  this  teaching learning process  Truly  Y.C.M.U.N. University  has started about 206 
different courses  for the up gradation  of the students  were  sincerely willing  to come  in the flow of  traditional  
education  system. 

This  university is not  only gives us  the literary  education  but it  also gives the knowledge of  flexibility in 
life, self  confidence, responsibility, accountability  towards society  etc. is  the motto  of this university.

This is a era of technology   new techniques  are   continuously  developed so through distance  education 
this \teaching  or  technological  education providing   the students particularly  prostitute,   male  &   female  
criminals,  Hotel  labours, house workers, fishermen,  taxi drivers etc.

University is to give excellent  education for the students. University  runs  the education in the  form of 
information technology  through web radio, Video  conferencing. Internet  facilities,  Yeshwani.com. students can 
use this  facilities at their home or  farm. University  also provide the  scholarship  facilities to the backward  
classes. 

Now India is becoming undoubtly super power by 2020 to make this dramatic  truth  this distance 
education facility definitely will play vital role undoubtly. 

Keyw ords:Distance education  teaching- learning  process, Information Technology , Benefited students. 

INTRODUCTION
Distance education is the gift for world.  Due to 

coming the limitation on the old education methods, distance 
education are supposed to be a optional education method.  
After the 1960 distance education started all over in the 
world from this effort distance education, informal 
education, open education etc. various methods have 
originated.  An idea of open university of Britain and 
established open university in Britain in 1969.

In the Maharashtra Yeshwantrao chavan 
Maharashtra open university established at Nashik in 1st July 
1989.  YCMOU Nashik is the first in Maharashtra and fifth in 
India.  This university has a good type of motoo that is 
Dnyanganga Gharoghari  by using this method university is 
taking effort to adjust the deprived people in the flow of an 
education process.

 OBJECTIVES OF OPEN UNIVERSITY : 
1) To bring the peoples which were  away from their 
traditional & regular education Particularly  rural women, 
workers in the flow of an education.
2) To dispel the differentiation  of knowledge in the various 
levels of the society . 
3) To develop flexible, programming open education method 
and prohibiting limitation of an age, period and admission 
qualification of those peoples who are interested in 
education.
4) To develop the skill of society maintaining  all the social 
integrity of  Nation 
by using various teaching learning methodology like, 
sustainable education, distance education and  informal 
education. 
5) To pay special attention to the educational needs of the 
disadvantage sections of society people  in rural areas and 
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women. 
6) To  relate  all the courses  to the development needs of in  
individual  in situations  and the state in  generate. 
7) To provide  an innovative flexible and open system.  
education  by using the distance  Teaching methodology and 
by applying modern communication technologies.
8) To provide containing  adult and extension education 
special  attention to be paid to  retraining adult in new skills 
to enable  than to adjust to a  changing  technological 
environment. 
9) To provide post graduate studies and  research 
opportunities in all fields knowledge Especially education 
technology distance education and development 
communication

MISSION OF THE UNIVERSITY
The university will strive  of carry higher technical 

and vocational education to the home of the common man  to 
reach the higher un reached through the use of modern 
communication  technologies and adoption of distance 
education mode and  to develop an innovation open system 
of education with the  ultimate goal of dreaming   a mass 
varsity.

Since  last two decades the university is carrying to 
fulfill  the above objectives & upgrade the  education system 
for these peoples. 

During the education peoples may not disturb their 
routine work or  job they may  give  advantage of this 
education system. 

This education is not a expensive  now a days the 
employee of higher education is increasing  day by day in the 
port of  view this  university  run by different  course develop 
may  get benefit of this courses. They  benefited for his 
service, upgrade the port etc.  This is no  possible  technically 
in formal education system. This is a main  advantage of this 
system. 

For the overall development of state and  nation  
this education is definitely   till beneficial and it has proved 
may times.

The canvases run by university and centers :
 For  the social and Nation development  the  
university has decided to the vocational courses from all  
centers in all  Maharashtra. So the people may  the grant of   
this for their bussiness, personal development for their 
economic  growth.  During the academic year 2009-10 
university  runs 224  programmed and over 4 Lakhs students  
seeks their admission to this courses. There  are  3762 study 
centers,  working for this courses. In addition 2105 Books, 
and more than  300 Audio - Video visual published by this 
university. 

We have observe that the growth of this  university 
is steadily increased  since  last  4 to 5 years. This indicates 
the peoples  are paying their interest in this coursed  & the 
system run by the university. 

International \reputed award  that is Canada 
commonwealth award. has reached  informal education. 

In my observation I find   benefited students of 
times  university like, Mrs. Archana  Harale who  won 12 
lakh 50 thousand ruppees in  KBC ( Kaun  Banega Karodpati  

) a popular same sponserd  by Sony Television & Achare by 
mega star  Amitahb Bacchan. There are no of peoples  taken  
the benefited  of this university & proved them selves by 
clearing MPSC &  UPSC competative exams. 

This  university is not  only gives us  the literary  
education  but it  also gives the knowledge of  flexibility in 
life, self  confidence, responsibility, accountability  towards 
society  etc. is  the motto of this university.University runs 
with degree course, post-graduate courses, professional, 
technical and formal & informal courses.  More than 200 
different courses run by university for poor people's like, taxi 
driver, prostitute women, criminals, hotel labour, fisherman, 
house worker & housewife etc.  are benefited of this courses.

A long with formal education university has 
decided to run the various scientific & technical advanced 
courses like, radio conferencing, Yeshwani, video portal & 
internet etc.  University also offers the various scholarship 
schemes to the  back word classes.

CONCLUSION :
As per my study this university playing truely 

crucial in higher  education and the building of nation. This is 
really a fort of educate  the peoples which were interested in a 
education but due to  some unavailable circumstances they 
could  not  get their education in regular education system. 
Now they are really  as a  pillars of Nation and paying  their 
duties  to the construction of Nation. It gives  National 
integration in a  peoples. 

Now India is planning to get super power by 2020 
for that, this university will also help to develop India by 
education view 
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